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In tbe laat section,

we disr:used'gear

bylhe relationship of tile diameter of tile
inspecDon;the typesot Brrors found IJ.V cylinder and the length of'the lead specified
single Ind doubl'e flank composite and for the tooth.
The helix angle is found between the
ana.lytical tests; iRl/lJlut8'ge.umetry;: ,the
tooth alignment and the gear axis while
flJl/o/Ute cam andtlls' causes aIJdsy:mpthe lead angle is found between the tooth
roms 01plofile errors. In ,this section, we
alignment and the transverse plane. II. is
go' intD' tooth' alignment and line ,fit concommon for these terms to beiacorrectly
tact issues including ,lead,. helix angl'es~
used interchangeably. A close visual
pitch~ pilehline rollOut testing Bnd errors
examination of ahejical gear tooth will
in pilch and' alignment.
reveal that as Ithe cylinder diameter
increa es, the helix angle also increases.
It is important to note that this phenome'footb Alignment
non is a function of differing diameters
Helical Lead and Helix Angles. The
while the lead remains the same for all
diameters of the gear tooth.
Iengthwi e profile of an involute helicoid
gear tooth i a imple helical lead. Te ling
Testing Tooth Alignment. This characof this parameter i still commonly
teristic of helical gear teeth allows for a
referred to as lead testing despite the
simple tooth alignment test not unlike the
change in the AGM~ standard, which
generative tests described in Part .1 (aear
[lOW more precisely terms this parameter
'Cechnology. Sept.JOct.1998). In this case,
as tooth alignment, The helical lead ofa
a ensitiveprobe is brought into contact
gear tooth has 'lite same geometry a the with thetooth at any diameter and is then
helical lead of a screw thread. It is carried in a. direction parallel to the gear
defined by the axial advance (the lead)
axis while the gear is rotated, The gear
per 360 degrees of rotational displacerotation must be in a. direct relationship
ment upon a cylinder. For spur gears, the
with the axial motion of the probe
accordiog to' the lead of the gear. [f the
lead is infinite Wig I),
While the typical screw thread embodgear was to be rotated a complete 360
ies many completehelicel leads, the typical
degrees, the probe would move axially a
gear tooth embodies oldy a fraction of one di tance equal to the lead. If the toolh
lead. ~t is, therefore. more difficult to visualignment being tested is perfect. the senalizelhe helical geometry 'Of the gear tooth.
sitive probe will measure no error.
However; the helical geartocsh, which
Most such generative tooth alignment
appears, to be simply tilted alan angle to testing instruments u e orne sort of helix
lite gear axis is, in fact, both tiJted and guide or sine bar arrangement. CNC
wrapped around a cylinder, thereby pro- device rest tooth alignmenr by 'controlling the movements ofa rotary axis (spinducing the helical geometry. If a gear tooth
alignment is considered by unwrapping the dle) and verticle slidelhal are not CODpitch cylinder of the gear onto a. flat sur- nected by any mechanical components.
face, it wiln llIen truly appear as a straight They are each caused to move under
line inclined! at 1111 angle to the gear axis. computer control in the same :fasbion as
The helix/lead angles will be determined
the classic
mechanical
instrument
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average

value for all. the relative pitch

measurements. AJI measurements woald
be equal to that average value if the gear
were perfect. Suhtracting !he .average from
measured value gives !he p.itch errors for
the gear. Suece ive summation of those
pitch error values produces the index error
values for the gear. II is a common misconception that the dual probe testinstrument will directly measure pitch errors. It

value must be subtracted before pitch error
values are produced.
Figu.re 7 displays the various tooth
location parameters, Wt bows an eighttooth gear which has been unwrapped
into a traight line. A en iti.ve probe is
brought into contact with the first tooth
and zeroed. l.t is then moved to the theoretically correct position on 'each subsequent tooth and the tooth position is mea-

This data shows thattooth #2 is 2 increments out of position to the right (+2).
and thai. tooth #5 i 2 increments out of
position '10 the len ,(-2). Notice that the
index. errors relativeto tooth #] are meaured directly by this procedure, which is
the equivalent to a sillg.le probe teo t. The
worst index error (total error) is 6 increments and occurs between tooth #2 (measured +2)alld tooth #6 (mea ured -4).
The index error is not given a + 01'- ign
since that would depend upon the direclion taken around the gear from #2 to #6.
Pilch error data can be derived from
·the index data by successive ubtraceon ..
For example. the +2 pitch error of tooth
pair 7 and g, is found by subtracting the #7
value (-I) from the #8 value (+ I). The
error is + since the teeth are too far apart
rather taanroo close together. A po ible
set of dual probe value for thi gear i
also provided. The average is found to be
-2. Subtraction of that average value from
the actual measurements wi]] produce the
same pitch values as the single probe
approach. Successive summation of pitch
values will produce index. values. The + I
index vafue for #8 equals the #7 index
value (-1) plus the pai r 7 and 8 pitch value
(+2).

Tile Cause of Pitch and Index Error. .
Pitch and index errors are both caused by
three things: problem
with machine
1001s, cuttillg tool problems and gear
blank and mounting errors.
Kinematic errors in machine tool.
including simple 100 ness, can generate
pI,tch error
when u ed with certain
design processes that transfer the imperfections of the cutting tool directly to the
work piece such as hobbing a gear wi.th a
multiple thread hob where tile number of
hob thread is a factor of the number of
teeth on the gear. That proce swill re ult
in the thread spacing errors of the hob
transferring directly to pitch errors on the
gear. Index errors may be associated w:ith
processe. that do not control the angular
po itionillg of UJegcar
dur:ing cuning
(e.g .• shaving). but another possible cause
is runout in a changegear,
causing the
production gear to accelerate/decelerate
its rotatlon during cutting,
Gear blank and mounting
errors
include both eccentricity
and out-of70
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_-----------G,EAR,lfUIND,AMlENTALS------------round! problems and are the primary
cause of index errors. A gear that. is o1!herwise perfect except for being eccentric
by .005 mm will! display a inusoidal
pitcbline runout of .0]0 mm. This will
re ult in an acceleration/deceleration
of
the point of contact with the mating gear
teeth alongthe line of action of .010 mm.
Eccemricity in the gear blank can produce pitch errors in 3J!l apparant sinusoidal pattern that is especially noticeable
when the number of teeth is relatively
small However, this apparent pitch error
win not adversely affect. gear meshing
action performance, As with the involute
profile and helical tooth alignment, if a
proper observation of simple eccentricity
is applied to the pitch data in an appropriate fashion, the resulting modified
pitch error data is valid for observations
of locaazed tooth meshing conjugacy.
Problems Arising From Pilch and
Index Errors. Pitch errors lead to gear
noise by being a. signifrcam source of
transmission error. However, the noise
produced by a pitch error is typically less
objectionable than the equivalent noise
produced
by profile errors. This is
because some tooth pairs snow plus pitch
errors and others mimi errors, cau ing a
less consistent transmi sion error characteri stic than profile type errors. Index
errors are not often associated with gear
noise trouble, lJIough the cyclic modulation they can produce may be noticeable ..
It is also possible for tile increased loading of a planetary set caused by index
errors to cau e increased noise levels.
Index errors are also a common cause of
ghost harmonics, an error which may
appear .in index test data if ·they occur at
lower than mesh frequencies.
Both pitch and incl.ex errors lead to
strength. problems since dynamic loading
promotes. fatigue. The shock load that
occurs when mispositioned teeth enter
mesh adversely affects the strength of
those teeth becausethe dynamic stresses
itrwolved will be higher than the tooth was
designed to take. Localized pittingand
other durability problems can al 0 OCCIH
in the region of initial contact between
mispositioned mating teeth.
Other strength and dl.l:l'3bility problems
associated
with index errors include

increases in dynamic loading in highpower, high-speed gear drives due to
cyclic changes in rotational velocity and
backlash variation if the problem is
caused by pitchline runout. Index errors
also significantly reduce load snaring in
planetary gear sets, increasing tile importance of single flank testing, eithercomposite oranalyticel, 00 gears produced for
automotive style automatic transmissions
as those are often finished by shaving.

Finally, index. errors can degrade the
performance of gears that must maintain
timing relationships, This includes positioning applications suchas robots and
media movement applications such as
printing presses. 0
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